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Evolvo 3883 AL
Seating for what’s next

Medium back

Evolvo 3883 AL is a state-of-the-art combination of performance,
aesthetics and comfort. Evolvo shapes itself to suit
the user’s body profile with simple adjustments. Its
“next generation” features include adjustable
armrests, headrest and lumbar support. And
comes with backrest of unique fabric with
ventilation.

sHeight / tilt adjustable Head rest:
The dynamic, position-sensitive headrest can be
adjusted for comfort as you recline or sit upright.
Contoured to cradle your neck for unmatched
comfort, its height can also be easily set to fit the user.
sHeight / tilt adjustable Arm rest:
Synchronous armrests adjust instantly with a simple, onetouch button. Movable up, down or sideways, the
armrests can also be flattened completely and brought
back when needed.
sAdjustable Lumbar support (up & down, and
sideways):
The Lumbar Support pad can be adjusted both
horizontally and vertically to provide cushioning in every
seated position, eliminating stress to the back totally.

High back

sSeat pan adjustability:
Achieved by sliding seat pan, this allows adjustment of
the seat’s surface area, to suit the user’s body profile.
sAiry Mesh Fabric for Upholstery:
The Airy Upholstery mesh seat material stretches in all
directions to flex with the movements of the user. It
evenly distributes the user’s weight, allowing for minimal
pressure points and greater comfort.
sSynchronous tilt:
The ankle and hip pivot points mimic the body's
movements. With an extended recline, it doesn't require
extra force to hold its position, allowing the user to dwell
in a reclined position.
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Sitting for long hours strains the Lumbar discs, Shoulders, Neck, Arms and Knee.
Increased multi task movement like using Computer, Phone, table etc. that requires
change of positions frequently, adds to this strain. Calling for a completely flexible
and ergonomic seating system that provides support while sitting upright and while
changing positions as well !

Evolvo 3883 AL. The most flexible seating system, ever.
Adjustable Seat Pan for perfect fit, any position you sit !

Versatile Armrest that sets you free !

Headrest, head and shoulders above the rest !
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